**Captain Toad Treasure Tracker - Diorama**

*Kids, ask a grown-up to help you!*

**STEP 1** Choose a background and cut it out along the dotted line. Cut out the orange top bar and yellow bar along the dotted lines, too.

**STEP 2** Fold back tabs on orange and yellow bars along the solid line, then tape or paste tabs to back of background as shown. The background should curve slightly.

**STEP 3** Cut out the characters, enemies, and items you want to use.

**STEP 4** **Characters:** Tape or paste bottom strips together at blue tab to make a loop at the base.  
**Items:** Tape or paste items to background stage.  
**Enemies:** Tape or paste enemies to the back of the top or bottom bar up to the solid line. Make sure the enemies are facing forward.

**STEP 5** Place the standing characters in the middle of the diorama and get rrrready for adventure!